determine, on the basis of a primary amino acid sequence, whether a propagating ox helix on reaching a glycine residue will terminate or propagate through the glycine. We have found several possible exceptions to the rules stated in the report by Aurora et al. in their initial set of 42 proteins (Table  1) as well as in two other proteins, the x-ray crystal structures of which have been published (2, 3) since the report.
For a. helices and flanking residues, we use the following notation (1) ... -N"-N'-Ncap-N 1-N2-N3-. . . ... -C3-C2-Cl-Ccap-C'-C"-. . .
where the numbered residues belong to the helix, the primed residues belong to the flanking sequences, and Ncap and Ccap belong to both the helix and the adjacent flanking region. Briefly, the rules for helix termination by one stereochemical motif, the Schellman motif, can be summarized as follows (1) In the x-ray crystal structure of the binding domain of methionine synthase (2), the rules of Aurora et al. predict helix termination by the Schellman motif at G865 (ASRTVG865VV), but experiment gives helix continuation. In the crystal structure of the 60K subunit of the nickel-iron hydrogenase from Desulfovibro gigas (3), the rules of Aurora et al. predict helix termination by the Schellman motif at G01 (RNLTMGC'0AQ), G409 (LFSTLG409RT), and G415 (RTAARG415IQ), but experi- occasion, this simple idea is confounded by additional factors-for example, involvement of metals and prosthetic groupsleading to a "violation" of the rule. This is described in detail in our report. The polarity of the Cl position is a key factor in our rules. But other positions are also involved, and particular combinations of residues can lead to an energetic "tug of war" in some instances. Rather than provide an exhaustive list of the possibilities, the intent of our report was to focus on the simple underlying ideas and to analyze their validity in monomeric proteins.
Altschuler and Lades raise examples that help clarify several points. They are minor points in our opinion, which is why we did not focus on them in our report.
It is true that our rules, as stated, do not predict case 1 (Table 1) correctly. In our report, we glossed over the fact that, when C3 is polar, side chain length must be assessed to decide whether the apolar residue at C" can reach an apolar interaction partner at C2 or C4. Such complexities occur in an extremely small fraction of the total cases, but methionine synthase may be another example. Cases 2, 4, and 5 in Table 1 involve a prosthetic group, which can override the rules, as described in our report; we were remiss in not including these examples in our table of exceptions (1, 
